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[ Measurements: where Imperial measurements are shown, 1 inch = 2.54cm, 1 foot = 30.5cm ]

(dimensions : 11 x 9 inches)      

The original of this jug in a West County museum collection also inspired Michael Cardew to do his own
take on it in 1925-6 when still working as lead thrower at the Leach Pottery, St Ives. The recreation
achieved by John Hudson has a country looseness and folk quality seen in the original. It in addition bears a
typical compass rose motif below the lip and a motto cartouche to the rear with IH 2021 incised below.
( see also image on cover )
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(dimensions : 14 inches wide)

This delightful recreation of a rare and costly Werra ware bowl bears a delightful central decoration taken
from an original of a bird catcher complete with one of his quarries.  John tells me that he made a number
of these for a private commission from a stately home and that they took a long time to make due to the
fiddly slipware techniques entailed.

Mark: Bears impressed H in several places to the base.
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(dimensions :  5 x 4.5 inches) 

This design of jug was originally created by John Hudson for our ACE funded 2013 A New England Cargo
project and kiln firing which was held largely in Bideford, where the form proved very popular.  John has
faithfully recreated motifs in incised and removed slip seen on decorated wares from the North Devon
tradition.
Mark: Impressed Hs to base
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(Bideford Pottery)   larger images available on application

PRICES  : 

A) The Barque Anne
Farthing out of
Appledore [ left ]

 thrown and
 decorated by Harry
 Juniper.  Dimensions :
 9.5  x  8  inches

C ) The Ketch Annie [ left ]
thrown and decorated by
Nick Juniper
Dimensions :
8  x  6  inches

B ) The Schooner
Neptune in full sail off
Lundy Island [ right ]
thrown and decorated
by Harry Juniper
Dimensions :
8  x  6.5  inches
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[ Measurements: where Imperial measurements are shown, 1 inch = 2.54cm, 1 foot = 30.5cm ]

(Dimensions : 7  x  6  inches)

George Fishley who founded the family pottery in around 1810, subsequently reacted to the Staffordshire
flatback ornaments in wide circulation in the early to mid 19th century by producing his own country
versions in slipware. Intended primarily I believe for mantelpiece display and use, they are very rarely
marked as locals would have known who made them. This one has had a hard life, but is all the same a
scarce thing of very good and pleasing colouration. These ornaments were known locally as ‘Farmyards’.
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(Dimensions : 12 inches wide)

Made at the Stanton pottery who for a around a decade produced elaborately decorated pieces
at a workshop whose normal output was of plain domestic wares, this charger bears using
removed slip techniques, the combined coats of arms of two local families. The plate has a full
description of the heraldic motifs on the front, incised to the obverse within the foot well.
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[ Measurements: where Imperial measurements are shown, 1 inch = 2.54cm, 1 foot = 30.5cm ]

 (dimensions  :  9.5 (max)  x  5 inches) 

Michael first started making teapots at Winchcombe as early as 1927-8, although it was in the following
years that he chose to particularly develop the form which in its early days was broadly globular in shape.
This slightly later and more refined example with recessed drop in lid and elongated spout has a flatter
profile. It was made using Fremington clay, giving it a typically warm and rich finish. The white slip brushed
decoration of ears of corn and concentric bands have been applied direct to the body under a lead glaze.

Marks :  MC  & WP seals
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(dimensions : 8.5 (max) x 5.5 inches)
WACT

Michael had major problems with the bottle kiln at Winchcombe in the early days. The main problem was
that it had been designed for the firing of coarse wares for the table, dairy and garden, and its temperature
was difficult to control. As a result, quite a few firings were at too high a level, and since at this stage he
was frequently using Fremington clay brought up by rail from North Devon, such pots suffered as a result.

This is not to say that they did not still have a delightful aesthetic as is the case with this example. Michael
has used brushed slip to provide a distinctive repeat decoration. It was his habit to fire lids in a different
area of the kiln shelving - hence the colour differentiation.

Marks :  MC  & WP seals
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(Dimensions  :  10  x  7  inches)

Ray admitted to me when I interviewed him at some length in 2006 prior to his One Man Show and
retrospective here at the Long Room Gallery that year, that Michael was such a strong influence on him
when he was learning his trade that it was inevitable this influenced his own output.

This is evidenced clearly in this example bearing the same bud motif extensively used by Cardew following
the 1929 visit of Shoji Hamada to the workshop, when Hamada painted this same decoration on plates
thrown for him by Sid Tustin.  Sid loved the Japanese master’s work, whom he referred to as “Mohamed”
(sic).  The form of this teapot by Ray is also a throwback to the work of ‘his Master’ of the late 1920’s, so a
rare example of a form that most potters acknowledge is tricky to make.

Marks : RF (script) and WP
Condition : small chip to handle (see photo)
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WACT   

Ray once told me that “Sidney” produced some very good jugs in his early times at the workshop, before
the arrival of Finch in 1936-7, a comment founded on either pots seen by Ray or the remarks of Cardew.
The group for sale include (a) a fine early example showing the influence of Leach and Hamada who visited
in the summer of 1929. The other two later examples (b & c) have a charming country ‘looseness’ both in
form and decoration.  The motif s on b) & c) were one of his favourites.  All marked ST and WP
(Dimensions : a)  5 inches high  ;  b)  5 inches high ;  c)  3.5 inches high  )

a

b

c
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WACT

In the 1920s, Michael developed a number of prototype forms,
some of which were introduced into general workshop

production in the 1930s,
one such form being this
lidded jar. As with much of
his earlier examples, these
were relatively undecorated
and were all about form.
This said, it is a handsome
and relatively unusual early
example, which I suspect
were rare survivors due to
heavy everyday kitchen use.
Marks :  MC & WP

Condition: lid broken and subsequently repaired
Dimensions:  9  x  7.5  inches

WACT

From 1923, Michael Cardew took over as lead thrower for Bernard Leach, after the departure of the co-
founder of the workshop, Shoji Hamada.  This particular example, well made and with a distinctive thumb
piece handle sometimes seen on the Fremington wares that Cardew so loved, is very distinctive in its
design. In common with many early St Ives slipwares, it is somewhat over fired. Firmly attributed to
Cardew, it however only bears an SI seal.  Dimensions: 20 x 10cm (8 x 4 inches)
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WACT  

In Winchcombe during the inter war years, milk was
typically delivered by milk cart and from the churn, so
local residents needed to leave on their doorstep a
receptacle of some kind. The Cardew workshop
developed this useful robust and well tailored form that
when full would probably have borne a cloth or lace
covering weighed down with beads to keep off the flies
and insects. This jug would probably have been enough
for a quart of milk.
Marks: ST & WP
Dimensions:  7  x  6  inches

WACT

During his apprenticeship years, Sid often had a go a making his own version of Cardew forms, this cup and
saucer being a prime example. The motif is an ear of corn, and is seen on larger Michael examples of the
early 1930s.   Marks: ST & WP.   Dimensions:  6  x  3  inches overall

WACT    

During the mid 1930s, the Winchcombe
workshop output became more finely thrown
and finished, as can be seen in this example, the
base of which has been turned and trimmed
whilst still on the wheel. The decoration shows
the design influence of Cardew, who used a
similar style when finishing the interiors of
stewpots thrown for him by Elijah Comfort.
Marks: ST & WP
Dimensions:   8.5  inches wide
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WACT

After Cardew returned from the Gold Coast (Ghana) in Africa following major firing problems at his Vume
pottery, he was unable to resume working at Wenford Bridge as it was still leased out. He therefore took
a temporary post at a Surrey workshop set up with government post war employment support at
Kingwood. Michael recalled his time there as akin to slave labour and I therefore assume that he was
employed as a production thrower with high daily targets.

All this said, he did produce the occasional delightfully decorated example, brush decorated very much in
the manner of his latter work in Ghana, in this example employing a stylised lily motif inspired by local
vegetation there, typically referred to as Vume Lily.  Whilst unmarked, the stylistic quirks in making and
choice of form together with its decoration indicate a firm attribution to Cardew.

Dimensions:  8  x  6  inches
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[ Measurements: where Imperial measurements are shown, 1 inch = 2.54cm, 1 foot = 30.5cm ]

WACT  

After Michael Cardew’s final departure for Africa and ultimately Cornwall from 1946, leaving Finch in
charge of his Winchcombe workshop, Ray got things restarted with the help of existing staff and some new
recruits. They initially continued to use the old bottle kiln for firing, but after a couple of disastrous
outcomes, Ray chose to revert to electric kilns for firing work, initially at Chandos House on the Town’s
outskirts and subsequently at the Pottery. The resultant more predictable finish clearly appealed as these 2
examples demonstrate, both decorated over a white slip background under a clear lead glaze.

Dimensions :   A   8  x  7  inches   ;  B   9  x  8  inches
Condition: minor chibbles to edge of spouts
Marks:   A: unmarked (a Finch trait of the 1950s)  ;  B: WP only (again typical of the mid 1950’s)

A

B
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After the war, CharlieTustin, Sid’s younger brother,took on the making of ovalled bakers from Elijah
Comfort, Cardew first production thrower who had retired. Two of these forms were thrown round on
the wheel then a small section cut out of them (’a peel’) and the remainder squeezed oval from the sides. It
was Michael who had first introduced the form in the 1920’s, and Charlie was pretty competent as a maker
and decorator of these dishes, intended for the oven but in the instance of these two well decorated ones,
never used.  Charlie had a distinctive trait in his slip trailing, as he tended to use two shades of dark brown
in his at times abstract designs. The third dish has a very similar design to b), hence the attribution to him.
Marks : CT & WP (a & b) ;  WP only ( c )
Dimensions :   a)  8  x  8  inches ;  b)  8  x  8  inches ;   c)  10  x  6.5  inches

a)

b)

c)
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WACT

Unmarked
Dimensions :  7.5  x  5.5  inches

The decoration of this finely thrown post-war
bowl by Ray bears a close resemblance to item
17 b) in this catalogue. The addition of copper
to the lead finishing glaze adds a richness to his
fluid brown brushwork.

WACT
WP seal only
Dimensions :  10  x  7  inches

Pat Groom started at the workshop in the late 1940’s, and soon became an accomplished maker very
much influenced by Ray Finch, but an original decorator in his own right. He was sadly to leave the Pottery
after the kiln problems of the early 1950s, and was regarded by Ray as “the one that sadly got away”. At that
time, apprentices typically did not mark their work, but the quality of making and distinctive bi-colour
trailed slip design strongly infers that it is Pat’s work.
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[ Measurements: where Imperial measurements are shown, 1 inch = 2.54cm, 1
foot = 30.5cm ]

This group were as exhibited in Doug Fitch’s first One Man Show,
held here in the Long Room Gallery in 2009. Heavily thrown
reflecting in part the coarseness of the medium, they were wood
fired in his first hand built wood fired kiln on a farmyard site near
Crediton, Devon. [ Further images available on application ]

DF seal only
Dimensions :  A)  10.5 x 8 inches ;  B)  11  x  8  inches  ;
C)  11  x  8  inches

A

B

C
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Svend Bayer was an informal apprentice of Michael
Cardew during his Wenford Bridge days in
Cornwall. Michael was amazed at the size and
quality of Svend’s throwing, and something of this
may be seen in the two jugs of his that we have for
sale. Svend was also strongly influenced by
Martaban pots and by oriental kiln techniques,
undertaking long wood firings of pots leading to very
distinctive results. However, there is perhaps a
memory of North Devon jug form in the overall
profile of these pitchers - particularly in the necks.
Dimensions :   A :  16  x  9.5  inches  ;
B :  14  x  8.5  inches

A
B
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Mike is a very interesting maker, having originally had a
science background and trained for a while in medicine.
As well as an appreciation of medieval form, he is also
very much aware of the chemistry of finishes. And like
his Studio predecessors, he has been an opportunistic
user of different clay sources.

These two examples have a very similar form and glaze
but bear variations in mark making.
Dimensions:  A :  13  x  8  inches  ;  B:  9  x  6  inches

A
B
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